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Overview 

 



 

 

Of the 882,916 registered voters in Allegheny County, 359,082 – or 40.67%, voted at the past 

November 4, 2014 General Election.  This level of voter participation is lower than turnout 

levels in recent past elections of this type.      

 

A total of 10,295 absentee ballots were issued and 715 provisional ballots were cast.  Of the 

provisional ballots, 81 were fully counted, 318 partially counted and 316 were not counted.  The 

majority of those not counted were due to the fact that the provisional voter was not a registered 

voter.    

 

Over 350,000 “emergency” paper ballots were supplied to this County’s 1,319 polling places in 

the event that at least one-half of the voting machines in a precinct were non-functional.  110 

emergency ballots were used in 12 voting districts, primarily due to the fact that the local district 

election boards had difficulty in printing a “zero tape” prior to the opening of the polls.  All of 

the affected precincts successfully printed their zero tapes that morning.    

 

43 candidates appeared on the ballot and a total of over 75 distinct ballot configurations were 

created to accommodate the Federal and State office contests.  Two Home Rule Charter 

Amendment referendum questions appeared on the Municipality of Mt. Lebanon ballot at this 

election.     

 

Accessibility 

 
All 1,319 polling places in this County are classified as “accessible” pursuant to the standard 

promulgated by the Pennsylvania Secretary of the Commonwealth.  

 

Firmware Verification 

 

 Allegheny County employed the services of “GRP Consulting Group, LLC” to verify that the 

software resident on the iVotronic voting devices contain the “trusted build” version certified by 

the Pennsylvania Department of State.  As has been the case since 2008, no instance of 

uncertified software has been detected.  Copies of the reports prepared for the November 4,  

2014 General Election are attached below. 
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1. INTRODUCTION: ALLEGHENY COUNTY ES&S IVOTRONICS 


FIRMWARE VERIFICATION STUDY 


The Allegheny County, Pennsylvania Division of Elections requested GRP Consulting Group 


to audit and verify the firmware source code on twenty (20) ES&S iVotronic DRE voting 


machines. The devices to be audited were randomly selected from the counties 4700 devices. 


The purpose was to verify that the samples have in residence on the U1 designated Electronic 


Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory (EEPROM) chip the firmware version 9.1.4.1 


and that all applied firmware versions are accurate and true to the State of Pennsylvania’s 


Trusted Build as held in escrow by the Secretary of State’s Office in Harrisburg.  The study 


was accomplished by applying the ‘Allegheny County iVotronic Firmware Verification 


Protocol’ process and was performed on location at the Allegheny County Division of 


Elections warehouse; located at 901 Pennsylvania Ave., Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. GRP 


Consulting Group and Allegheny County staff performed this firmware audit on September 


8, 2014.  


It is the finding of GRP Consulting Group that the firmware verification audit applied to the 


resident code on the sample population was found to be unaltered versions of the 9.1.4.1 


firmware.    


 


1.1 Approach 


1.1.1 Study’s Focus 


The focus of the exercise was: 


1. Implementation of a fair and statically correct random selection process. 


2. Deploy the verification protocol, known as the ‘Allegheny County iVotronic 


Firmware Verification Protocol’, to  verify on twenty (20) randomly chosen 


ES&S iVotronics DRE voting devices that they hold in residence on the U1 


designated EEPROM chip the exact, true and unaltered version of the 9.1.4.1 


certified firmware source code as held in escrow at the Secretary of State’s office.  


 


1.1.2 Study’s Concentration 


The GRP Consulting Group analyst was tasked to independently apply a repeatable and 


validated verification protocol to verify that the ES&S firmware version 9.1.4.1 that resides 


in escrow by the Secretary of State’s office and is resident on the Allegheny County 


iVotronic Direct-Recording Entry (DRE) - touch screen voting devices – are exact, true and 


unaltered versions of the certified firmware source code. 


1.1.3 Study’s Phases 


GRP Consulting Group organized the project primary phases, each incorporating the 


flexibility to accommodate additional requirements, as they may have become known.  The 


general strategy employed was comprised of the following aspects: 
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 1. Setup, configure and control the verification environment and the parameters 


associated with each verification cycle; 


2. Apply the protocol to verify that before the November 2014 Election the 9.1.4.1 


firmware on the iVotronic DREs is the true and certified version of the firmware 


and has not been altered; 


3. Execute twenty (20) verification cycles; 


4. Conduct reviews and analyses of all verification results and anomalies obtained 


during the twenty (20) verification execution cycles; 


5. Advise the County on possible root cause(s) of any and all anomalies; and 


6. Prepare and deliver a report of the verification activities, the results of all 


verification executions, and conclusions and recommendations in Executive 


Summary and Final Report formats. 
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 2. FINDINGS  


GRP Consulting Group was engaged by the Allegheny Division of Elections on site at 901 


Pennsylvania Ave., Pittsburgh, PA on September 8, 2014; the purpose of the engagement 


was to apply the ‘Allegheny County iVotronic Firmware Verification Protocol’ to verify the 


ES&S iVotronic firmware version 9.1.4.1 is resident on the Allegheny County iVotronic 


population.  


On September 8, 2014, the GRP Consulting Group analyst completed the verification process 


of the firmware on twenty (20) Allegheny County iVotronics chosen at random from the 


population of approximately 4700 machines. It is the findings of GRP Consulting Group that 


the firmware version 9.1.4.1 residing on the twenty (20) randomly chosen machines, do 


represent the population, and furthermore, that the firmware version as resident on the U1 


designated Electronic Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory (EEPROM) chip is an 


exact, true, and unaltered version of the NVLAP federally certified trusted build as held in 


archive at SysTest Labs and in escrow by the Pennsylvania Secretary of State in Harrisburg, 


PA.  
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1. INTRODUCTION: ALLEGHENY COUNTY ES&S IVOTRONICS 


FIRMWARE VERIFICATION STUDY 


The Allegheny County, Pennsylvania Division of Elections requested GRP Consulting Group 


to audit and verify the firmware source code on twenty (20) ES&S iVotronic DRE voting 


machines. The devices to be audited were randomly selected from the counties 4700 devices. 


The purpose was to verify that the samples have in residence on the U1 designated Electronic 


Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory (EEPROM) chip the firmware version 9.1.4.1 


and that all applied firmware versions are accurate and true to the State of Pennsylvania’s 


Trusted Build as held in escrow by the Secretary of State’s Office in Harrisburg.  The study 


was accomplished by applying the ‘Allegheny County iVotronic Firmware Verification 


Protocol’ process and was performed on location at the Allegheny County Division of 


Elections warehouse; located at 901 Pennsylvania Ave., Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. September 


8, 2014. 


It is the finding of GRP Consulting Group that the firmware verification audit applied to the 


resident code on the sample population was found to be unaltered versions of the 9.1.4.1 


firmware.    


 


1.1 Approach 


1.1.1 Study’s Focus 


The focus of the exercise was: 


1. Implementation of a fair and random selection process. 


2. Deploy the verification protocol, known as the ‘Allegheny County iVotronic 


Firmware Verification Protocol’, to  verify on twenty (20) randomly chosen 


ES&S iVotronics DRE voting devices that they hold in residence on the U1 


designated EEPROM chip the exact, true and unaltered version of the 9.1.4.1 


certified firmware source code as held in escrow at the Secretary of State’s office.  


 


1.1.2 Study’s Concentration 


The GRP Consulting Group has been tasked to independently apply a repeatable and 


validated verification protocol to verify that the ES&S firmware version 9.1.4.1 that resides 


in escrow by the Secretary of State’s office and is resident on the Allegheny County 


iVotronic Direct-Recording Entry (DRE) - touch screen voting devices – are exact, true and 


unaltered versions of the certified firmware source code. 
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 1.1.3 Study’s Phases 


GRP Consulting Group organized the project primary phases, each incorporating the 


flexibility to accommodate additional requirements, as they may have become known.  The 


general strategy employed was comprised of the following aspects: 


1. Setup and configure the verification environment and the parameters associated 


with each verification cycle; 


2. Apply the protocol to verify that before the November 2014 Election that the 


9.1.4.1 firmware on the iVotronic DREs is the true and certified version of the 


firmware and has not been altered; 


3. Execute twenty (20) verification cycles comprised of verification on performed 


one (1) ADA (American Disabilities Act) compliant iVotronic and nineteen (19) 


non-compliant DRE units; 


4. Conduct reviews and analyses of all verification results and anomalies obtained 


during the twenty (20) verification execution cycles; 


5. Advise the County on possible root cause(s) of any and all anomalies; and 


6. Prepare and deliver reports of the verification activities, the results of all 


verification executions, and conclusions and recommendations in Executive 


Summary and Final Report formats. 


1.2 Purpose 


This document is the Allegheny County ES&S iVotronic Firmware November 2014 


Pre-Election Verification Study Final Report. This report was developed as a review 


of the specific technical details, the project’s results, and findings.  


1.3 Statement of Independence 


As an election validation and verification business practice, GRP Consulting Group is 


technically, managerially, and financially independent from all electronic voting 


systems vendors as specified in IEEE 1012-2004 Annex C.  


The consultants of GRP Consulting Group shall maintain an independent decisional 


relationship between its clients, affiliates, or other organizations so that GRP 


Consulting Group’s capacity to perform services objectively and without bias is not 


adversely affected. 


GRP Consulting Group shall maintain independence in fact and in appearance. The 


validation and verification environment, whether on-site at GRP Consulting Group 


facilities or partner organizations or at a client’s site, shall be organized so that staff 


members are not subjected to undue pressure or inducement that might influence their 


judgment or the results of their work. 
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1.4 References 


1. iVotronic Software Verification Protocols: Allegheny County Proposals; 


Collin Lynch, President, VoteAllegheny; 9/28/2008 


2. Firmware vs. Uploaded Firmware Chip Data Comparison Procedure; 


Election Systems and Software, Inc.; 1/18/2008  


3. Allegheny County iVotronic Firmware Verification Protocol; Geoffrey R. 


Pollich, SysTest Labs, 10/14/08 


1.5 Systems Information 


Items identified in Table 1 reflect firmware deployed at the Allegheny County 


Division of Elections warehouse on September 8, 2014: 


Table 1 - Matrix of Firmware 


Vendor System Description Software/ Firmware Version 


ES&S iVotronic Direct Record Entry 9.1.4.1 


ES&S iVotronic ADA Compliant DRE 9.1.4.1 


 


Equipment identified in Table 2 reflects iVotronic hardware selected at the Allegheny 


Division of Elections warehouse on September 8, 2014: 


Table 2 - Matrix of Hardware  


iVotronic Serial Number Microchip Manufacturer Microchip Part Number 


->
1
V5172364 Spansion 0446FBC 


->V5179580 Spansion 0603FRC 


-> V5177202 Spansion 0612EBA 


-> V5181142 Spansion 0603FRC 


-> V5183294 Spansion 0609BRB 


-> V5183127 Spansion 0612FBE 


-> V5186399 Spansion 0812GBA 


                                                 
1
 ADA 
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iVotronic Serial Number Microchip Manufacturer Microchip Part Number 


-> V51878897 Spansion 0603FRC 


-> V5180215 Spansion 0603FRC 


-> V5177438 Spansion 0603FRC 


-> V5182627 Spansion 0603FRC 


-> V5187361 Spansion 0612GBA 


-> V5182151 Spansion 0612EBA 


-> V5186146 Spansion 0603GRA 


-> V5181167 Spansion 0612EDA 


-> V5180208 Spansion 0603FRC 


-> V5179997 Spansion 0603FRC 


-> V5177674 Spansion 0612EBA 


-> V5182067 Spansion 0603FRC 


-> V5183260 Spansion 0612GBA 


 


Table 3 - Matrix of Testing Hardware 


Description Manufacturer Model 


EEPROM Device Programmer Logical Devices, Inc. ChipMaster 6000XPu 


Flash Module Programmer Adapter  Logical Devices, Inc. Version 1 


ESD Static Mat with wrist strap N/A N/A 


#10 Tamper Proof Torx screwdriver N/A N/A 


Small flathead screwdriver N/A N/A 
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Table 4 - Matrix of Testing Software 


Description Manufacturer Software Version 


Software- CHIPMASTER 


6000 XPU for USB Logical Devices, Inc 


ChipMaster 


6000Xpu for 


USB 


WinLink2 Logical Devices, Inc v. 01.51.00 


Hex Editor  Xvi32 v. 2.5 


Microsoft Visual C++, 


Binary Editor  Microsoft Corporation Version 6.0 


SHA_V Sha-1 and other 


SHA segments Hash Code 


Identification 


Microsoft File Checksum Integrity Verifier (FCIV) 


http://support.microsoft.com/kb/841290  Version 2.05 



http://support.microsoft.com/kb/841290
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 2. ALLEGHENY COUNTY PRE NOVEMBER 4, 2014 GENERAL 


ELECTION IVOTRONIC FIRMWARE VERIFICATION PROCESS; 


PREFORMED SEPTEMBER 8, 2014 


To establish a best practice protocol and verification procedure, Geoffrey Pollich, presently 


of GRP Consulting Group, reviewed and analyzed the VoteAllegheny: iVotronic Software 


Verification Protocols: Allegheny County Proposals, the ES&S Firmware vs. Uploaded 


Firmware Chip Data Comparison Procedure, and NIST Standard Lab Procedures best 


practices. It was from these primary sources that the ‘Allegheny County iVotronic Firmware 


Verification Protocol’ was established. 


2.1 Present during the September 8, 2014 Verification Process: 


GRP Consulting Group: 


Geoffrey Pollich – GRP Consulting Group, Principle Consultant  


Allegheny County Division of Elections: 


Mark Wolosik – Elections Division Manager 


John O’Brien – Manager of Voting Machines   


Elizabeth Dell – Business Analyst, Division of Computer Services 


Election Advocacy Observers: 


David Tessitor – VoteAllegheny 


 


 


 


2.2 Sample Size Randomization Procedure 


The sample size must be carefully selected due the need to open the warranty seal over the 


lower left chassis screw in order to conduct the firmware verification. When this seal is 


broken, the DRE must be inspected and tested by ES&S. If a larger sample of machines were 


inspected per election, the availability of certified election machines may not satisfy the 


needs of individual precincts for federal, state, county, municipal and special issue elections 


held over the calendar year. It is also unclear if a larger sample sizes would yield a more 


valid result than the present sample size appropriately randomized. 


Employing Ron Brandes’ spreadsheet and the Random.com randomizing tool process to 


establish 20 random numbers that encode Room, Row, and DRE position; David Tessitor of 


VoteAllegheny and the Division of Election employees initiated the machine-selection effort. 


Geoffrey Pollich of the GRP Consulting Group believes the selection was consistent with a 


valid random selection process and was free of any bias.  
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 3. Allegheny County Pre November 4, 2014 General Election 


ES&S iVotronic Firmware Verification Study Results 


3.1 September 8, 2014 Results 
 


08:00 – 10:00 GRP Consulting Group and observers arrive at the Allegheny County 


warehouse facility to set up the verification work area; the Observer launches 


the randomization process  


1. GRP Consulting Group unboxed the CHIPMASTER 6000 XPU EEPROM 


Programmer; the analyst setup the device to a GRP Consulting Group laptop; County 


Employees, and the Observer brought 20 randomly picked iVotronics into the 


verification work area to begin the firmware verification procedure. 


10:48 Verify firmware procedure for iVotronic DRE #1 


1. Randomly select an iVotronic DRE from the warehouse for the firmware verification 


procedure; s/n V5172364-> was selected. ADA Device 


2. Perform iVotronic Firmware Verify Procedure. 


3. Upon opening of iVotronic DRE, the removable CMOS was a Spansion CMOS part 


S29AL016D90TF101, and the CHIPMASTER 6000 XPU EEPROM programmer 


was used to read and save the binary firmware code. 


4. The Spansion firmware chip was successfully read into the PC and the hash code 


generated did match the trusted build hash code: 
(F6A8D4570988E2D159398503144E64D48F0CC69F). 


5. The iVotronic DRE was closed and powered by County employees to verify that the 


DRE was working properly with the correct firmware date, time, and version number 


showing on the initial display. 


10:54 Verify firmware procedure for iVotronic DRE #2 


1. Randomly select an iVotronic DRE from the warehouse for the firmware verification 


procedure; s/n V5179580-> was selected. 


2. Perform iVotronic Firmware Verify Procedure. 


3. Upon opening of iVotronic DRE, the removable CMOS was a Spansion CMOS part 


S29AL016D90TF101, and the CHIPMASTER 6000 XPU EEPROM programmer 


was used to read and save the binary firmware code. 


4. The Spansion firmware chip was successfully read into the PC and the hash code 


generated did match the trusted build hash code: 
(F6A8D4570988E2D159398503144E64D48F0CC69F). 


5. The iVotronic DRE was closed and powered by County employees to verify that the 


DRE was working properly with the correct firmware date, time, and version number 


showing on the initial display 
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10:59 Verify firmware procedure for iVotronic DRE #3 


1. Randomly select an iVotronic DRE from the warehouse for the firmware verification 


procedure; s/n V5177202-> was selected. 


2. Perform iVotronic Firmware Verify Procedure. 


3. Upon opening of iVotronic DRE, the removable CMOS was a Spansion CMOS part 


S29AL016D90TF101, and the CHIPMASTER 6000 XPU EEPROM programmer 


was used to read and save the binary firmware code. 


4. The Spansion firmware chip was successfully read into the PC and the hash code 


generated did match the trusted build hash code: 
(F6A8D4570988E2D159398503144E64D48F0CC69F). 


5. The iVotronic DRE was closed and powered by County employees to verify that the 


DRE was working properly with the correct firmware date, time, and version number 


showing on the initial display. 


11:03 Verify firmware procedure for iVotronic DRE #4 


1. Randomly select an iVotronic DRE from the warehouse for the firmware verification 


procedure; s/n V5181142-> was selected. 


2. Perform iVotronic Firmware Verify Procedure. 


3. Upon opening of iVotronic DRE, the removable CMOS was a Spansion CMOS part 


S29AL016D90TF101, and the CHIPMASTER 6000 XPU EEPROM programmer 


was used to read and save the binary firmware code. 


4. The Spansion firmware chip was successfully read into the PC and the hash code 


generated did match the trusted build hash code: 
(F6A8D4570988E2D159398503144E64D48F0CC69F). 


5. The iVotronic DRE was closed and powered by County employees to verify that the 


DRE was working properly with the correct firmware date, time, and version number 


showing on the initial display. 


11:08  Verify firmware procedure for iVotronic DRE #5 


1. Randomly select an iVotronic DRE from the warehouse for the firmware verification 


procedure; s/n V5183294-> was selected. 


2. Perform iVotronic Firmware Verify Procedure. 


3. Upon opening of iVotronic DRE, the removable CMOS was a Spansion CMOS part 


S29AL016D90TF101, and the CHIPMASTER 6000 XPU EEPROM programmer 


was used to read and save the binary firmware code. 


4. The Spansion firmware chip was successfully read into the PC and the hash code 


generated did match the trusted build hash code: 
(F6A8D4570988E2D159398503144E64D48F0CC69F). 


5. The iVotronic DRE was closed and powered by County employees to verify that the 


DRE was working properly with the correct firmware date, time, and version number 


showing on the initial display   
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11:12 Verify firmware procedure for iVotronic DRE #6 


1. Randomly select an iVotronic DRE from the warehouse for the firmware verification 


procedure; s/n V5183627-> was selected. 


2. Perform iVotronic Firmware Verify Procedure. 


3. Upon opening of iVotronic DRE, the removable CMOS was a Spansion CMOS part 


S29AL016D90TF101, and the CHIPMASTER 6000 XPU EEPROM programmer 


was used to read and save the binary firmware code. 


4. The Spansion firmware chip was successfully read into the PC and the hash code 


generated did match the trusted build hash code: 
(F6A8D4570988E2D159398503144E64D48F0CC69F). 


5. The iVotronic DRE was closed and powered by County employees to verify that the 


DRE was working properly with the correct firmware date, time, and version number 


showing on the initial display. 


11:15 Verify firmware procedure for iVotronic DRE #7 


1. Randomly select an iVotronic DRE from the warehouse for the firmware verification 


procedure; s/n V5186399-> was selected. 


2. Perform iVotronic Firmware Verify Procedure. 


3. Upon opening of iVotronic DRE, the removable CMOS was a Spansion CMOS part 


S29AL016D90TF101, and the CHIPMASTER 6000 XPU EEPROM programmer 


was used to read and save the binary firmware code. 


4. The Spansion firmware chip was successfully read into the PC and the hash code 


generated did match the trusted build hash code: 
(F6A8D4570988E2D159398503144E64D48F0CC69F). 


5. The iVotronic DRE was closed and powered by County employees to verify that the 


DRE was working properly with the correct firmware date, time, and version number 


showing on the initial display. 


11:20 Verify firmware procedure for iVotronic DRE #8 


1. Randomly select an iVotronic DRE from the warehouse for the firmware verification 


procedure; s/n V5178097-> was selected. 


2. Perform iVotronic Firmware Verify Procedure. 


3. Upon opening of iVotronic DRE, the removable CMOS was a Spansion CMOS part 


S29AL016D90TF101, and the CHIPMASTER 6000 XPU EEPROM programmer 


was used to read and save the binary firmware code. 


4. The Spansion firmware chip was successfully read into the PC and the hash code 


generated did match the trusted build hash code: 
(F6A8D4570988E2D159398503144E64D48F0CC69F). 


5. The iVotronic DRE was closed and powered by County employees to verify that the 


DRE was working properly with the correct firmware date, time, and version number 


showing on the initial display. 
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11:23 Verify firmware procedure for iVotronic DRE #9 


1. Randomly select an iVotronic DRE from the warehouse for the firmware verification 


procedure; s/n V5180215-> was selected.  


2. Perform iVotronic Firmware Verify Procedure. 


3. Upon opening of iVotronic DRE, the removable CMOS was a Spansion CMOS part 


S29AL016D90TF101, and the CHIPMASTER 6000 XPU EEPROM programmer 


was used to read and save the binary firmware code. 


4. The Spansion firmware chip was successfully read into the PC and the hash code 


generated did match the trusted build hash code: 
(F6A8D4570988E2D159398503144E64D48F0CC69F). 


5. The iVotronic DRE was closed and powered by County employees to verify that the 


DRE was working properly with the correct firmware date, time, and version number 


showing on the initial display. 


11:26 Verify firmware procedure for iVotronic DRE #10 


1. Randomly select an iVotronic DRE from the warehouse for the firmware verification 


procedure; s/n V5177438-> was selected. 


2. Perform iVotronic Firmware Verify Procedure. 


3. Upon opening of iVotronic DRE, the removable CMOS was a Spansion CMOS part 


S29AL016D90TF101, and the CHIPMASTER 6000 XPU EEPROM programmer 


was used to read and save the binary firmware code. 


4. The Spansion firmware chip was successfully read into the PC and the hash code 


generated did match the trusted build hash code: 
(F6A8D4570988E2D159398503144E64D48F0CC69F). 


5. The iVotronic DRE was closed and powered by County employees to verify that the 


DRE was working properly with the correct firmware date, time, and version number 


showing on the initial display. 


11:29 Verify firmware procedure for iVotronic DRE #11 


1. Randomly select an iVotronic DRE from the warehouse for the firmware verification 


procedure; s/n V5182627-> was selected. 


2. Perform iVotronic Firmware Verify Procedure. 


3. Upon opening of iVotronic DRE, the removable CMOS was a Spansion CMOS part 


S29AL016D90TF101, and the CHIPMASTER 6000 XPU EEPROM programmer 


was used to read and save the binary firmware code. 


4. The Spansion firmware chip was successfully read into the PC and the hash code 


generated did match the trusted build hash code: 
(F6A8D4570988E2D159398503144E64D48F0CC69F). 


5. The iVotronic DRE was closed and powered by County employees to verify that the 


DRE was working properly with the correct firmware date, time, and version number 


showing on the initial display. 
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11:33 Verify firmware procedure for iVotronic DRE #12 


1. Randomly select an iVotronic DRE from the warehouse for the firmware verification 


procedure; s/n V5183260-> was selected. 


2. Perform iVotronic Firmware Verify Procedure. 


3. Upon opening of iVotronic DRE, the removable CMOS was a Spansion CMOS part 


S29AL016D90TF101, and the CHIPMASTER 6000 XPU EEPROM programmer 


was used to read and save the binary firmware code. 


4. The Spansion firmware chip was successfully read into the PC and the hash code 


generated did match the trusted build hash code: 
(F6A8D4570988E2D159398503144E64D48F0CC69F). 


5. The iVotronic DRE was closed and powered by County employees to verify that the 


DRE was working properly with the correct firmware date, time, and version number 


showing on the initial display. 


11:37 Verify firmware procedure for iVotronic DRE #13 


1. Randomly select an iVotronic DRE from the warehouse for the firmware verification 


procedure; s/n V5187361-> was selected. 


2. Perform iVotronic Firmware Verify Procedure. 


3. Upon opening of iVotronic DRE, the removable CMOS was an Spansion CMOS part 


S29AL016D90TF101, and the CHIPMASTER 6000 XPU EEPROM programmer 


was used to read and save the binary firmware code. 


4. The AMD firmware chip was successfully read into the PC and the hash code 


generated did match the trusted build hash code: 
(F6A8D4570988E2D159398503144E64D48F0CC69F). 


5. The iVotronic DRE was closed and powered by County employees to verify that the 


DRE was working properly with the correct firmware date, time, and version number 


showing on the initial display. 


11:41 Verify firmware procedure for iVotronic DRE #14 


1. Randomly select an iVotronic DRE from the warehouse for the firmware verification 


procedure; s/n V5182151-> was selected. 


2. Perform iVotronic Firmware Verify Procedure. 


3. Upon opening of iVotronic DRE, the removable CMOS was a Spansion CMOS part 


S29AL016D90TF101, and the CHIPMASTER 6000 XPU EEPROM programmer 


was used to read and save the binary firmware code. 


4. The Spansion firmware chip was successfully read into the PC and the hash code 


generated did match the trusted build hash code: 
(F6A8D4570988E2D159398503144E64D48F0CC69F). 


5. The iVotronic DRE was closed and powered by County employees to verify that the 


DRE was working properly with the correct firmware date, time, and version number 


showing on the initial display. 
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11:44 Verify firmware procedure for iVotronic DRE #15 


1. Randomly select an iVotronic DRE from the warehouse for the firmware verification 


procedure; s/n V5186146-> was selected. 


2. Perform iVotronic Firmware Verify Procedure. 


3. Upon opening of iVotronic DRE, the removable CMOS was a Spansion CMOS part 


S29AL016D90TF101, and the CHIPMASTER 6000 XPU EEPROM programmer 


was used to read and save the binary firmware code. 


4. The Spansion firmware chip was successfully read into the PC and the hash code 


generated did match the trusted build hash code: 
(F6A8D4570988E2D159398503144E64D48F0CC69F). 


5. The iVotronic DRE was closed and powered by County employees to verify that the 


DRE was working properly with the correct firmware date, time, and version number 


showing on the initial display. 


11:49 Verify firmware procedure for iVotronic DRE #16 


1. Randomly select an iVotronic DRE from the warehouse for the firmware verification 


procedure; s/n V5181167-> was selected. 


2. Perform iVotronic Firmware Verify Procedure. 


3. Upon opening of iVotronic DRE, the removable CMOS was a Spansion CMOS part 


S29AL016D90TF101, and the CHIPMASTER 6000 XPU EEPROM programmer 


was used to read and save the binary firmware code. 


4. The Spansion firmware chip was successfully read into the PC and the hash code 


generated did match the trusted build hash code: 
(F6A8D4570988E2D159398503144E64D48F0CC69F). 


5. The iVotronic DRE was closed and powered by County employees to verify that the 


DRE was working properly with the correct firmware date, time, and version number 


showing on the initial display. 


11:52 Verify firmware procedure for iVotronic DRE #17 


1. Randomly select an iVotronic DRE from the warehouse for the firmware verification 


procedure; s/n V5180208-> was selected. 


2. Perform iVotronic Firmware Verify Procedure. 


3. Upon opening of iVotronic DRE, the removable CMOS was a Spansion CMOS part 


S29AL016D90TF101, and the CHIPMASTER 6000 XPU EEPROM programmer 


was used to read and save the binary firmware code. 


4. The Spansion firmware chip was successfully read into the PC and the hash code 


generated did match the trusted build hash code: 
(F6A8D4570988E2D159398503144E64D48F0CC69F). 


5. The iVotronic DRE was closed and powered by County employees to verify that the 


DRE was working properly with the correct firmware date, time, and version number 


showing on the initial display. 
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11:56 Verify firmware procedure for iVotronic DRE #18 


1. Randomly select an iVotronic DRE from the warehouse for the firmware verification 


procedure; s/n V5189997->was selected. 


2. Perform iVotronic Firmware Verify Procedure. 


3. Upon opening of iVotronic DRE, the removable CMOS was a Spansion CMOS part 


S29AL016D90TF101, and the CHIPMASTER 6000 XPU EEPROM programmer 


was used to read and save the binary firmware code. 


4. The Spansion firmware chip was successfully read into the PC and the hash code 


generated did match the trusted build hash code: 
(F6A8D4570988E2D159398503144E64D48F0CC69F). 


5. The iVotronic DRE was closed and powered by County employees to verify that the 


DRE was working properly with the correct firmware date, time, and version number 


showing on the initial display. 


11:59 Verify firmware procedure for iVotronic DRE #19 


1. Randomly select an iVotronic DRE from the warehouse for the firmware verification 


procedure; s/n V5187674-> was selected. Perform iVotronic Firmware Verify 


Procedure. 


2. Upon opening of iVotronic DRE, the removable CMOS was a Spansion CMOS part 


S29AL016D90TF101, and the CHIPMASTER 6000 XPU EEPROM programmer 


was used to read and save the binary firmware code. 


3. The Spansion firmware chip was successfully read into the PC and the hash code 


generated did match the trusted build hash code: 
(F6A8D4570988E2D159398503144E64D48F0CC69F). 


4. The iVotronic DRE was closed and powered by County employees to verify that the 


DRE was working properly with the correct firmware date, time, and version number 


showing on the initial display. 


12:02 Verify firmware procedure for iVotronic DRE #20 


1. Randomly select an iVotronic DRE from the warehouse for the firmware verification 


procedure; s/n V5182067-> was selected.  


2. Perform iVotronic Firmware Verify Procedure. 


3. Upon opening of iVotronic DRE, the removable CMOS was a Spansion CMOS part 


S29AL016D90TF101, and the CHIPMASTER 6000 XPU EEPROM programmer 


was used to read and save the binary firmware code. 


4. The Spansion firmware chip was successfully read into the PC and the hash code 


generated did match the trusted build hash code: 
(F6A8D4570988E2D159398503144E64D48F0CC69F). 


5. The iVotronic DRE was closed and powered by County employees to verify that the 


DRE was working properly with the correct firmware date, time, and version number 


showing on the initial display. 
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3.2 September 8, 2014 Collective Firmware Files  
 


Time Stamp Mountain Daylight Time (MDT) 
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 4. FINDINGS  


GRP Consulting Group was engaged by the Allegheny Division of Elections on site at 901 


Pennsylvania Ave., Pittsburgh, PA on September 8, 2014; the purpose of the engagement 


was to apply the ‘Allegheny County iVotronic Firmware Verification Protocol’ to verify the 


ES&S iVotronic firmware version 9.1.4.1 is resident on the Allegheny County iVotronic 


population.  


On September 8, 2014, the GRP Consulting Group analyst completed the verification process 


of the firmware residing on twenty (20) Allegheny County ES&S iVotronics Direct-


Recording Entry electronic voting machines chosen at random from the population of 


approximately 4700 iVotronic Direct-Recording Entry (DRE) electronic voting machines. It 


is the findings of GRP Consulting Group that the firmware version 9.1.4.1 residing on the 


twenty (20) randomly chosen DRE electronic voting machines, do represent the population, 


and furthermore; the firmware version as resident on the U1 designated Electronic Erasable 


Programmable Read Only Memory (EEPROM) chip is an exact, true, and unaltered version 


of the NVLAP federally certified trusted build as held in archive at SysTest Labs in Denver, 


Colorado and in escrow by the Pennsylvania Secretary of State in Harrisburg, PA.  
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 5. APPENDIX A - TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS 


These terms and abbreviations will be used throughout this document: 


Table 2 - Matrix of Terms & Abbreviations  


Terms & 


Abbreviation 


Description 


Binary The system of representing text or computer processor instructions by the 


use of a two digit number system. This system is composed of only the 


number zero, representing the off state, and the number one, representing 


the on state, combined in groups of 8. These groups of 8 bits can represent 


up to 256 different values and can correspond to a variety of different 


symbols, letters or instructions.  


DOE Division of Elections 


DRE Direct-Recording Entry - touch screen voting device 


Firmware Firmware is the programmable content of a hardware device, which can 


consist of machine language instructions for a processor or configuration 


settings for a fixed-function device, gate array or programmable logic 


device. A common feature of firmware is that it can be updated post-


manufacturing, either electronically, or by replacing a storage medium 


such as a socketed memory chip. 


Hardware Hardware refers to the physical artifacts of a technology such as the 


physical components of a computer system 


Hash Code A hash function is a well-defined procedure or mathematical function for 


turning binary code into a relatively small integer that serves as a unique 


mathematical footprint. 


ITA Independent Test Authority 


iVotronic ES&S touch screen voting terminal  


Protocol Rules governing process conduct to a written instruction. 


Trusted Build Unaltered, true, and certified complied binary code.  


SHA-1 Algorithm used to define the hash code value. 


Software Computer software is human interfacing computer programs, procedures 


and documentation that perform defined task on a computer system. The 


term includes application software that performs productive tasks for 


users, system software such as operating systems, which interface with 


hardware to provide the necessary services for application software. 


Voting System 


Components 


The units of equipment (server platform, DRE voting terminal, ballot scan 


device) when used together create a voting system. 


Verification The act of reviewing, inspecting, and/or testing to establish and document 
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 Terms & 


Abbreviation 


Description 


that a product, service, or system meets the regulatory, standard, or 


specification requirements. 
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Logic and Accuracy Testing 

 

Extensive automated and manual Logic and Accuracy Testing (L&A) was performed.  

Automated L&A was performed on all 4,226 iVotronic voting machines deployed on Election 

Day.  Manual L&A was also performed for each of the approximately 75 different ballot 

configurations. Those parties and organizations permitted by Pennsylvania law to be present 

during this process were duly notified. 
 
The “test deck” comprised of over 6,600 ballots, containing ballots for every candidate and 

question, was used to verify that the 5 ES&S Model 650 high-speed ballot counters would 

accurately count the absentee, provisional and emergency optical scan paper ballots to be used at 

the election.  This test was conducted prior to Election day as well as before final certification of 

the election results.  In both tests, the ballot scanners produced an accurate count.  Public notice 

of the pre-election test was given, as required by law.                   

 

 

Network Security 

 

Also following past practice, an independent third-party review was conducted both prior to and 

after the past Election to assure that the election network was isolated and not connected to any 

external network.  Copies of the reports produced by Solutions 4 Networks are attached below.      

 

 

 Air Gap Analysis Report 

 

 

Parallel Testing 

 

Since the November 2006 Election, Allegheny County has employed a Certified Public 

Accounting firm to ensure that the functionality of the iVotronic voting machine devices have 

not been compromised.  Once again, the parallel testing performed at the November 4, 2014 

General Election indicated that the randomly-selected voting devices recorded and counted all 

votes completely and correctly.  A copy of the report issued by Baker Tilly is attached below.     

 

 

 Parallel Test Report 
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Overview	 	
The County of Allegheny has engaged solutions4networks to perform an “Air Gap” analysis of their elections 


tabulation network located in Pittsburgh, PA.   solutions4networks has been tasked to verify the tabulation 


network is a stand‐alone, isolated network and to assess the networks vulnerability to external access and/or 


tampering. In addition to the network, solutions4network has been asked to assess and document the general 


physical security of the warehouse building.   


An onsite visit was made by Tim Garma and Jeff Monaco of solutions4networks on November 3, 2014. The 


purpose of this document is to report the results of the assessment, identify security concerns and to make 


recommendations for the remediation of these concerns. A post‐Election Review onsite visit was made by Jeff 


Monaco on November 7, 2014. This report covers both the Pre‐Election assessment and the Post‐Election 


review. Post‐Election Review updates will be noted in red. 


Site	Contact	
Elizabeth Dell 
Elizabeth.Dell@AlleghenyCounty.US 
412‐350‐6059 
  
901 Pennsylvania Avenue 
Pittsburgh, PA 15233 


General	Physical	Security/Building	Access	


Physical	Security/Building	Access	‐	No	Issues	Found	
There are several suites within the warehouse and there were no outside signs which identified the County of 
Allegheny building space. The building phone at the main entrance also did not have any entries to dial for the 
County of Allegheny.     
 
solutions4networks was met at the main entrance by Elizabeth Dell was asked to provide driver’s license 
identification before access to the building was granted. 
 
Entrance from the street required badge card access. The first door in the warehouse required a security code, 
but it was a physical, non‐electronic lock. 
 
Security cameras were observed over the street entrance and inside the computer room. Cell phones were not 
permitted into the computer room that contained the tabulation network. 
 
Post‐Election Review: All items indicated above remained the same. 
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Election	Tabulations	Network	


Network	Overview	‐	Physical	
A Network Topology diagram was provided to solutions4networks.    The observed network topology was 
identical to the provided drawing.   
 
 


 
Figure 1 ‐ Election Tabulation Network 


 
The Election Tabulation Network consisted of the following devices: 


 1 Dell Powerconnect 2716 Ethernet Switch 


 1 Windows Server  


 5 Client PC’s 
o Two DAM (Dial Access Modem) Servers 
o 3 Windows XP Clients 


 1 Printer 
 


Network	Overview	‐	Logical	
All of the devices had an address from RFC1918 private network 192.168.1.0/24.   The Windows Server with 
address 192.168.1.20 provided DHCP, DNS and WINS services.  A default gateway of 192.168.1.1 was configured, 
but no such device was found on the network. 
 
Post‐Election Review: All items indicated above remained the same. 
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“Air	Gap”	Analysis	–	No	Issues	Found	


No	External	Connections	Found	
The only outside connections found on the network were the dial‐up modems on the DAM servers which are 
part of the application.  A modem was found to be installed in the main server, but no dial line was connected. 
No other external connections were found on the network.  The 7 connections on the Dell 2716 switch were 
traced to valid devices.  No other cables were connected to the Dell Switch and no loose cables were observed 
in the vicinity of the switch. 


No	Wireless	Adapters	or	Bluetooth	Capability	Found	on	Client	Devices	
Each PC was physically inspected for the presence of a wireless adapter or Bluetooth adapter and none were 
found.   
 
The Windows “Device Manager” of each device was also inspected for the presence of any wireless capabilities .    
The computer named “TAB4” had a software problem and would not open the “Device Manager”.   The 
remaining devices did not show any wireless capabilities in their “Device Managers”. 
 


No	Wireless	Keyboards	and	Mice	
The keyboards and mice all had physical wires connected to the computers. 
 
Post‐Election Review: All items indicated above remained the same. 
 
 


“Air	Gap”	Network	Intact	‐	Recommendations	for	Improvement	
solutions4networks did not find any problems with the Election Tabulation Network, but have these 


recommendations to improve security of the network: 


Client	Operating	Systems	–	Update	the	Clients	to	a	supported	OS.	
The clients PC’s were found to be running Windows XP which is no longer supported by Microsoft.  These may 


be more vulnerable to attack if the network was compromised.  The clients also had their internal Firewall 


disabled.  They did have Symantec Anti‐virus installed, but the definitions were out of date. 


Lock	Physical	Access	to	the	Dell	Powerconnect	2716	
The Dell switch is easily accessible on the countertop.  A locked cabinet would make it more difficult to connect 
an external cable.    It is also recommended to disable any unused ports on the Dell Switch or move the unused 
ports to a different VLAN from the production network. 
 


Remove	the	Default	Gateway	Option	
The DHCP server is giving the clients a default gateway of 192.168.1.1 even though no device exists.   Removing 
the default gateway completely would make it more difficult for the clients to communicate with external 
networks. 
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Mr. William McKain, County Manager 
County of Allegheny, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania 
Office of the County Manager 
436 Grant Street 
Room 119 Courthouse 
Pittsburgh, PA 15219 


To assist with your evaluation of County of Allegheny’s electronic voting machines, we randomly 
selected an election day polling location, scripted votes for parallel testing, and tested the 
functionality of the Direct Recording Electronic equipment, ES&S iVotronic voting machines. The 
test was performed on November 4, 2014, the date of the general election. The scripting 
component included creating hypothetical ballots for parallel testing by mimicking voter behavior 
and voting patterns from data and statistics provided by County of Allegheny, Department of 
Elections, for Precinct 130, Collier Township, District 3. Our engagement was performed in 
accordance with the consulting standards prescribed by the American Institute of Certified Public 
Accountants. 


The results of the work performed indicate that the four voting machines tested, accurately recorded 
and counted the results of 571 ballots cast for the selected polling location. Our results are 
supported by visual evidence that the electronic voting machine recorded and maintained the vote 
counts properly. At the beginning of the process, we verified that the zero tape did in fact contain 
zero vote counts for each candidate in each race. Testing was done under video surveillance, 
capturing votes as they were entered into each voting machine from the scripted ballots. At the end 
of the election process, we compared the vote totals in the script, the Master Personalized 
Electronic Ballot (PEB), the Final Results Tape, and Flash Cards from the machines tested and 
found them to be in agreement. There were no discrepancies between the number of ballots cast, 
ballots cast for a particular party, votes for a particular candidate, the number of under-votes, the 
number of canceled votes, and the audio ballot cast for the visually impaired. 


Because of its special purpose, this report is not suited for any purpose other than to assist you in 
your evaluation and, as such, is intended only for your internal use. 


 


Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
November 4, 2014 
 







County of Allegheny, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Reconciliation of Vote Totals in Script to Final Results Tape, Flash Cards and Master PEB


November 4, 2014


Precinct: Collier Township District 3


Final Master
Results PEB


V5180731 V5184170 V5186351 V5174117 Total Tape V5180731 V5184170 V5186351 V5174117 Total Data Differences


Public Count 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0
290 0 0 0 290 290 290 0 0 0 290 290 0


0 196 0 0 196 196 0 196 0 0 196 196 0
0 0 84 0 84 84 0 0 84 0 84 84 0


290 196 84 1 571 571 290 196 84 1 571 571 0


Governor
Tom Corbett (REP) 124 82 36 0 242 242 124 82 36 0 242 242 0
Tom Wolf (DEM) 166 114 48 1 329 329 166 114 48 1 329 329 0
Write-In 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total 290 196 84 1 571 571 290 196 84 1 571 571 0


Representative in Congress - 18th District
Tim Murphy (REP) 290 196 84 1 571 571 290 196 84 1 571 571 0
Write-In 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total 290 196 84 1 571 571 290 196 84 1 571 571 0


Representative in the General Assembly - 46th District
Jason Ortitay (REP) 136 94 39 0 269 269 136 94 39 0 269 269 0
Jesse White (DEM) 154 102 45 1 302 302 154 102 45 1 302 302 0
Write-In 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Total 290 196 84 1 571 571 290 196 84 1 571 571 0


Voter Terminal Data per Script
Flash Card Data


(from Precinct Report)
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Exhibit A


The parallel testing work performed was as follows:


Control and Security Procedures


1. We randomly selected a precinct.


2. We selected four ES&S iVotronic voting machines with "tamper-evident" seals from the County 


of Allegheny warehouse. We test-voted on each of the ES&S iVotronic voting machines.


3. We created a script for parallel testing to mimic voter behavior and voting patterns for the polling 


location randomly selected.


4. We obtained and secured the Master Personalized Electronic Ballot (PEB) and two Supervisor


PEBs. The Master PEB is used to open voting machines and to print the zero tape (a "zero-


vote" count tape from the iVotronic voting machines) before electronic balloting starts, and the


Supervisor PEB is used to activate an iVotronic voting machine for each voter. Each PEB was 


secured in a locked file in our office prior to election day to prevent access and tampering.


5. We set up parallel test equipment where all actions could be visibly recorded by video 


surveillance. One video camera was set up to document the votes cast on each of the ES&S


iVotronic voting machines selected.


6. We conducted the parallel test in a low traffic area to avoid interruptions.


Casting Votes


1. Ballots were scripted to ensure that "voter turnout" in the mock election closely approximated


the projected voter turnout for the randomly selected polling location.


2. The video camera was focused on the ES&S iVotronic voting machine screen in a manner that 


votes could be seen as they were entered.


3. Actual voting was conducted as follows:


 First team member: Called out each vote as marked on the ballot script.


 Second team member: As each vote was called, entered the vote in the ES&S iVotronic 


voting machine.


 Second team member: Called back the votes cast as they appeared on the summary 


screen(s) on the ES&S iVotronic voting machine.


 First team member: As the second team member called back the votes, verified that the vote 


was cast as it was read, and made a notation on the script.







The terminals closed at 8:00 PM. The final results tape was printed and the flash card from each 


voting machine was removed. Video camera tapes were marked according to the applicable voting 


machine and the time votes were entered into the voting machine selected for testing.
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